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A~traet~Computationally efficient physically accurate solutions have been found for broad classes of 
equations including systems of nonlinear partial differential equations without linearization by the 
decomposition method. 
The decomposition method [1, 2] has now been successfully applied to a wide class of algebraic, 
differential, delay-differential, integro-differential and partial differential equations, and systems of 
nonlinear multidimensional equations. The method is an approximation method, providing a 
generally rapidly convergent series under reasonable conditions, which is analytic and verifiable as 
the solution by differentiation. An unusual feature is the broad applicability as well as elimination 
of the necessity for linearization and assumptions of weak nonlinearity. Thus there is no need to 
change the problem to gain mathematical tractability. Consequently, the solutions are physically 
more realistic when nonlinearity is significant. I f  stochastic processes are involved, the advantages 
of the decomposition method are even more important since special processes, small fluctuations, 
closure approximations or perturbation are unnecessary. Decomposition is adequate for nonlinear 
and/or stochastic formulations. Deterministic and linear become special cases. The solutions by 
decomposition have the advantage of analytic methods in that they show the dependences. They 
are continuous and differentiable and can be substituted at any stage into the original equation 
for verification. I f  numerical answers are needed, they can be obtained to the desired accuracy, 
often in a few terms. Each term is dependent only on the preceding term and integrations are very 
simple. 
As an illustration, consider a simple example, easily verified by other methods, of one- 
dimensional heat flow parallel to the x-axis in a bar of length 1 according to ut = kuxx, where k 
is the thermal diffusivity, heat is transferred only by conduction and no source is present. 
Obviously, the point here is not solution of this easy example but an illustration of the method. 
Taking k = 1 for convenience, we assume the temperature distribution is described by u (x, t), the 
bar is initially at temperaturef (x)  = sin x, i.e. u(x, 0) = sin x, and the ends at x = 0 and x = I are 
kept at temperature zero, i.e. u(0, t) = u(1, t) = 0. We have 
Ltu = Lxxu and u = u(x, O) + L~l Lxxu 
operating with 
;0 L7 I=  [ ' ]dt  and u=A +Bx+LL~L,u 
operating with L~-x j, which is a double definite integral operator from 0 to 1. If  in general we 
have an operator Lu on the left and some function f on the right, L-~Lu and L -~f  must exist 
if we are to get a solution. For example, for 
u = u(x ,  t ) ,  
LTlu = fo u(x, s) ds 
exists only if u is t-measurable. Therefore, solutions are provided in bounded spacetime regions. 
A =u(0, t) =0 
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and when x = 1, B = u(1, t) = 0. Hence, since u(x, 0) = sin x, 
u=s inx+LT~Lxxu and u=LL~Ltu ,  
adding and dividing by two, 
u = (1/2)[sin x + (LTaLxx + LxxtL,)u]. 
Terms involving the given conditions and forcing function (if any) are identified as u0 in an assumed 
decomposition 
U:~. ,Un .  
n=0 
Thus, 
and 
Since 
i.e. 
u0 = (1/2) sin x 
u, = (1/2)(LT~ Lxx + LL '  L,)u o. 
L~x sin x = - sin x and L T ~ ( - sin x ) = - t sin x, 
Ul = - (1 /4) t  sin x, 
U 2 = (1/8)(L~xlZt + LgtL~x) ( - t  sin x) 
= (1/8) sin x + ~- sin x , 
u3. = (1/16)(LLtL,  + LTtLxx) sin x + ~ sin x , 
u. + 1 = (L7 I Lxx + L~x j L,)u.,  
for n >/O. It is easily verified now that 
U-~. ~-~ U n 
n=0 
results in u(x, t) = e - '  sin x. 
Suppose we consider nonlinear heat conduction in a semi-infinite one-dimensional mediumt 
described by 
k(u) = cp 
where u(0, t) and u(x, 0) are specified with k(u)  any explicitly given form, e.g. k(u)= ko +k lu  
and cp = const. It should be clear that k(u)  need not be a linear form [2]; it can be any analytic 
function. A nonlinear term Nu is written 
~A, ,  
n~0 
where the A, are generated for the specific nonlinearity [1, 2], and a more complicated function 
k(u)  only changes the A,. Thus, the nonlinearities need not be simple [1, 2]. 
Let co be constant; call it ~. We have 
Lxk (u )Lxu = c(L,u, 
where LI = O /Ox and L, = O /Ot. Since k (u ) = ko + kl u, 
LxkoLxu + LxkluL~u = o(Ltu. 
tFor  a bounded medium for x = 0 to x = I, we must  specify also u(1, t). 
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We have two linear terms and one nonlinear term. We solve for each linear term in turn, thus 
LxkoLxu = ctLtu - LxkjuLxu (1) 
and 
o~Lru = LxkoLxu + LxkluLxu. (2) 
These are solved for u by operating on equation (1) with L~ -l and on equation (2) with L,-~, which 
are definite integrals from 0 to x and 0 to t, respectively. The nonlinear term is k~LxuLxu = k~uxu~. 
Thus, equation (1) is written 
L ~l L~koLxu = L ~l~L~u - Lxl  LxkluL~u. 
The l.h.s, is koL~u -koLxu 1~=0. Solving for the first term, 
koLxu = koL~u I~=0 + LxI~L~u - L ~l L~kluLxu 
and 
Lxu = L~u Ix=0 + kol Lx l o~Ltu  - -  ko' L~ I LxkluLxu. 
Operating again with L~ -l, the 1.h.s. is u(x, t ) -  u(O, t), hence 
u = u(O, t) + L~u(O, t) + ko~L~lL tu  - kolk,LxlLx(UL~u). (3) 
Now returning to equation (2), 
L,u = ~-lkoLxLxu + ot-lklLx(uLxu). 
Operating with L t l, 
u = u(x, O) + ct-lkoLFILxLx u + ot-lklL~-ILx(uLxu ). (4) 
Adding equations (3) and (4) and dividing by two: 
u = (1/2)[u (0, t) + L~u (0, t) + u (x, 0)] + (1/2)[ko~ (L;~L, + Lf-~LxL~)u] 
+ (1/2) [(~t -~k-~LTILx - ko~ktL~lLx)(uLxu)]. 
We assume the decomposition of u into components un, thus 
U ~ ~.~ Un 
n=0 
with u0 defined by 
u0 = (1/2)[u(0, t) + Lxu(O, t) + u(x, 0)]. 
The nonlinear term in the remaining part of u is Nu = uLxu = UUx which we write 
~An,  
n=O 
where the An are evaluated for uux. Now 
u(x, t) = Uo + (1/2)k; 'e(L2'L,  + L2'LxLx) ~ un 
n=O 
+ (1/2)(e-~k-tL2~Lx-k~JktL21Lx) ~ An. 
nffiO 
The components ul, u2 , . . ,  are 
Ul = (1/2)ko~ot(Lx' L, + L;-' L~L~)uo + (1/2)(~-Ik-lL21Lx - ko lk ,L  2~ L~)Ao, 
u2 = (1/2)ko~(Lx~L, + L;-~ L~Lx)u~ + (1/2)(ot-~k-l L;-~ Lx - ko~kiL~ Lx)A~, 
un+'~ = (1/2)kolot(Lx~L, + L T~ LxL~)un + (1/2)(¢t-~k-~ LT' Lx - ko'k~Lx~ Lx)An, 
thus the components of u are determined if the An are evaluated and, of course, the required 
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conditions are specified. Generating schemes for the A, have been discussed in Refs [1, 2] and also 
in Ref. [3, p. 445]. For uux, they are given by 
Ao = Uo L~ Uo, 
Al = uoL~ul + ulLxuo, 
A 2 = uoLxu 2 q- U I Lxu~ + u2L~uo, 
A3 = uoL~u3 + UlZxU2 + u2Lxu~ + u3Zxuo 
and 
Hence, 
A 4 = uoL~u 4 q- u lLxu  3 q- u2Lxu 2 "k- u3Lxu  I "q- u4Lxu 0 • 
U=LU n 
n=0 
can be calculated once the conditions are specified. Of course the useful solution is an n-term 
approximation 
n- - I  
Z u, 
i=0 
to an appropriate n. As shown elsewhere [2, 4], convergence is generally very rapid, assuming, of 
course, suitable xistence, uniqueness and smoothness properties, as previously discussed. Solution 
of systems uch as this (or the following ones) for more general initial-boundary conditions is 
considered especially in Ref. [2]. 
As another specific example, consider the nonlinear partial differential equation 
tt, = X 2 -- (1/4)u2~, 
u (x, O) = O. 
Writing L, = c~/Ot, L ,u  = x 2 - (1/4)(ux) 2and operating with the inverse L7 ~ defined as the definite 
integral from 0 to t, the 1.h.s. is L , J L tu  = u(x,  t) - u(x,  O) = u(x,  t). Thus, 
Let 
u(x,  t) = L2 'x  2 - (1 /4)L2 ' (u~)  2.
U=LU n 
n=0 
with Uo identified as L ,~x  2= x2t. Thus, 
u = uo - (1/4)L;-I(ux) 2. 
The A, polynomials for u 2 are A0 = u02, A~ = 2UoU~, A2 = u2+ 2UoU2 . . . .  [e.g. 1]. Consequently, 
u, = -(1/4)L;-~u~x = - (1 /4 )L /~(4xZt  2) = -x2t3 /3 ,  
u2 = - (1/4)L;-1(2UoxUjx ) = (2/15)xZt 5, 
u3 = --( l /4)L;- l[u~x + 2UoxU2x], 
so that ( ,3 ) 
u=x 2 t - -~+~t  5 . . . .  
u=x2tanht ,  It I < rt/2. 
Either form--the closed form solution or an n-term approximation--is mmediately verifiable. 
Although the equation is not a difficult one, the ease of solution is noteworthy and within the 
capability of the many to whom partial differential equations are a closed field. 
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We can also consider a system of nonlinear partial differential equations to demonstrate potential 
applicability to such systems under conditions till under study. Consider 
Ut = UUx +/ )Uy ,  
/)t = U/)x "at- /) /)y, 
u (x, y, O) = x 2 
and 
v(x, y, O) = y. 
Writing L, for c~/c~t, Lx for a/ax and Lr for O/Oy, 
L, u = uL~ u + vLy u 
and 
L,v = uLxv + vLyv. 
The inverses are definite integrations from 0 to t for L, -~, 0 to x for Lx ~ and 0 to y for L7 ~. 
Thus, 
u = u(x, y, O) + LTtuLx u + LFIvLyu 
and 
With 
we have 
so that 
and 
v = v(x, y, O) + L t luL~v + LFlvLyv. 
u= ~ un, v= ~ v,, Uo=U(x ,y ,O)=x 2 and Vo=V(x ,y ,O)=y 
n=0 n=0 
uj = L t l (x2)Lx(x  2) + LTt (y )Ly(X  2) = Lt l (2x  3) = 2x3t, 
v~ = LF~(x2)Lx(y) + L i - 'yLyy = yt, 
u2 = LTl[(x:)Lx(2X3t) + (2x3t)Lx(x2)] + Lt l [yLy(2X3t)  + (yt)Ly(x2)] 
= 3x4t 2 + 2xat 2 = 5x4t 2, 
/)2 = L t l [x2Lx(Y  t) + (2xat)Lx(Y)] + Li- I [yLy(yt) + (yt)Ly(y)]  
= yt2/2 + yt2/2 = yt 2, 
u = x2(1 + 2tx + 5t2x 2 + 14t3x 3 + 42t4x 4 +" • ") 
v=y( l+t+t2+ . . . )=y/ (1 - t ) .  
Convergent solutions lie in a region in the (x, t) plane bounded by t = 1 and the curve 
x = 1/4t. 
We consider now the Carleman equation [5]--a system of coupled nonlinear differential 
equations given by 
and 
t/t "1- Ux = i)2 __ U 2 
U t - -  U x ~ U 2 - -  I) 2" 
This can be considered an evolution equation for a vector u = (v, v) defined on the domain 
Q = {(x,t): x >t0, t >10}. It was first investigated by Carleman in a modeling of velocity 
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distribution in the kinetic theory of gases. It can be viewed as a discrete velocity model Boltzmann 
equation. We consider the initial-value problem for which u(x, 0) = g(x) is specified. Then u(x, t) 
for t > 0 is found. Writing L~ = O/Ot and Lx = ~/Ox, we have 
L,u + Lxu = v 2 - u 2 (5) 
and 
Ltv - L~v = u" - v 2. (6) 
Solve equation (5) for L,u and for Lxu and equation (6) for L,v and Lxv. Thus, 
L,u = - L~,u + v 2 -  u21 
! 
Lxu - L,u + v 2 -  u 2 [ 
(7) 
L,v L~v + u 2 - v 2 [ 
l 
Lxv L~v -[- U 2 - -  U 2 3 
With the inversions 
u = u(x ,O) -  L;-ILxu + Lglv 2 -  LTlu 2 
u = u(O, t)--  L~IL, u + L( Iv  2 -  L.~lu 2 
v = v(x,O) + L~ILx v + L{lu 2 -  LTlv 2 (8) 
v = v(O, t) + Lx ~L~v + L~ ~u 2 -  L;~v 2 
Adding the equations for u and dividing by two and adding the equations for v and dividing 
by two: 
u = (1/2)[u(x, O) + u(O, t)] - (1/2)(LT'L~ + L; 'L , )u  
+ (1/2)(L?' + L2')v 2 -  (1/2)(L.'  + Lx ')u 2 
and 
v = (1/2)[v(x, O) + v(O, t)] + (1/2)(L;-'L.~ + Lx'L, )v 
+ (1/2)(L2' + L2~)u 2 - (1/2)(L, -~ + L2')v 2. 
Let Uo = (1/2)[u(x, O) + u(O, t)l and Vo = (1/2)[v(x, O) + v(O, t)l. Let 
u= ~u.  and v=~v. .  
n=0 n=0 
u 2 by ~ A.(u z) and v 2 by ~ A.(v 2) 
n=0 n=O 
Replace 
[the notation AN(u:) means A. for u2]. We have now, 
and 
u =Uo- (1 /2 ) (L t ' Lx+L; ' L t )  ~ u .+(1 /2) (L~'+LT ' )  ~ A.(v 2) 
n=O n=O 
-- (l/2)(Lt - l+Lx  I) ~ An(u 2) 
n=0 
v =Vo+(1/2) (L ;~Lx+L; 'L , )  ~ v .+(1 /2) (L ; I+L ;  ') ~ A.(u 2) 
n=O n=O 
- (1/2)(L2~+ Lx ~) ~ A.(v2). 
n=0 
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Now with u0, v0 specified, all other components are determined from 
u.+ s = - (1 /2 ) (L t l  Lx + L ; t  Lt)u. + (1 /2 ) (L t '  + Lx ' )A . (v  2) 
- (1 /2 ) (L t  -t + L ; l )A . (u  2) 
and 
v.+ , = (1/2)(LT' Lx + L ; I  L,)v. + (1 /2) (L .  t + L~')A.(u 2) 
- (1 /2 ) (L ; '  + L; ' )A.(v2),  
for n >i 0. Given Uo, Vo and the A. for u 2 and v 2 or 
Ao(u 2) = u~ 
Al(u 2) = 2UoUl 
A2(u 2) = u21 + 2UoU2 
Ao(v 2) = v~o 
Aj(v 2) = 2roY, 
A2(v 2) = v~ + 2roy 2 
(see Refs [1, 2]), u~ and Vl can be determined in terms of Uo, v0. Similarly, u.+], v.+ ~ are determined 
in terms of  the preceding components for n I> 0 so that 
u= ~ u. and v= ~ v. 
n=0 n=0 
are determined. 
That  the method works, and works very well, has been demonstrated on a very wide class of  
problems, from algebraic equations to systems of  nonlinear differential or differential-difference 
equations to systems of partial differential equations with strongly coupled linear, nonlinear or 
stochastic boundary conditions [6], soliton equations, nonlinear Schr6dinger equations, the 
Tricomi equation and the Navier -Stokes equations [2-7]. The Navier-Stokes equation, for 
example, is considered intractable, and either simplified linearized forms are considered or one 
resorts to numerical methods where massive computat ion is required and dependences become 
impossible to see. The decomposit ion method requires no linearization, perturbation or dis- 
cretization. The solutions are analytic and verifiable [2]. Wide classes of  mathematical  areas are 
discussed in Ref. [2] and physics applications in Ref. [8]. 
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